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Abstract
An ejJicient model for the remote control of measurement equipment IlIId instructive

simulations over the Internet is presented. The model includes interactions between a Web server,
virtual instruments, real instruments, Java-based HTML pages, and the Internet. The paper
discusses the details of the system and presents current results obtained on two paradigms - a
network llIIalyr.eras a model of a real instrument, IlIId an amplitude modulation simulation, as an
example of instructive simulation. To remotely run a process, a user needs to have access to an
Internet connection and a stllIIdard Web browser. Using this approach, laboratory equipment can
be shared worldwide in a low-cost and flexible fashion. Because of its generality, the concept gives
promise to effective online-education, where real and smart control of instruments is required by

remote users.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the recent technological innovations in the
field of computers and communications, we have
become able to cope with issues that were practically
unrealizable in past years. We want to create
practical, flexible, comfortable, powerful solutions
and, at the same time, do it in a low-cost fashion.
One of today' s trends is to offer online education
almost everywhere. In the case of engineering
education, where courses involve equipment
handling and training, the task is rather difficult.
Schools are interested in reducing costs of buying
expensive laboratory equipment either by being able
to offer complete courses online or by sharing the
equipment between universities.

The major obstacle in that has been the lack of
making lab. equipment accessible on the Web. Not
only lab equipment, but also some physical processes
that can hardly be effectively explained just by static
figures in textbooks. For more efficient teaching,
instructive simulations of some processes can be of
great help both for instructors and students.

To obtain that goal, efforts are being made to find
out an efficient, practical, relatively simple, and low-
cost solution. While people take advantage of
computer-controlled measurements combining data
acquisition capabilities of instruments and data
processing capabilities of computers, certain
difficulties and restrictions appear when it comes to

data transfer and remote operating over the Internet.
Some concepts known to us either cannot be truly
widely shared over the Web or require specific
software installed on each computer intended to run
the specific process remotely. In other words.
potential distant clients prior to their connection to
the remote host must get the program that is
complementary with the one running on the server
computer in order to transfer the data bi-
directionally. This imposes restrictions on server and
clients, it requires coordination between them and it
practically limits the number of simultaneous users.

The concept proposed here does not suffer of the
aforementioned drawbacks. First, it loosens up the
requirement for any specific software to be installed
on a remote client's computer. Then, it enables a
very simple connection and control of a remote
process running on a server. Furthermore, a large
number of users can join the session and participate
with no prior or additional coordination with the
host.

Although the text here is written in context of
educational purposes, due to its generality this model
can be implemented to perform diverse tasks in
various other areas as well.
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The VIs were built by [I] and the Web Server and
GUIs by [2,3]. The virtual replica of a real
instrument does not necessarily need to be a complete
copy of the real instrument. We can program just
those functions and options we are interested in for
the remote control and thus save some effort and
time. We can also use it with the purpose to protect
instruments of improper use of some sensitive
functions. On the other hand, we can enrich our
application by adding up some signal processing
features that do not exist in the original instrument.
That way we can combine power of data acquisition
of the real instrument with the signal processing
capabilities of the software.

The image of one possible design of GUI for the
remote control of the NA [4] and an example of S-
parameters measurement are shown in Figure 2. A
laptop computer was wirelessly connected to the

2.2. Results

Hence, the user's browser requests them from the
host. After loading the Java class files, there is one
last step to be done - receiving the Java-based file
(theapplet) that corresponds to the desired process
and which will be graphical user interface (GUl)
panel to control the process. After getting that
information, the user's browser requests a TCP/IP
connection with the host over the data port specified
in the applet. After some handshaking and
verification, the communication is being established.

It is worthwhile to accentuate that this procedure
was written just for the sake of better understanding
of the communication process between the elements
of the overall system. In practice, users do not need
to care about all these steps. It is all done
automatically by software. The only action that
remote clients need to do is to call the given Web
page as they do with any other Web page. If there is
no error in the system, in a few moments the applet
for the specific process will be loaded in their
browser window and they are all set to remotely run
the process.

When a user changes value of any parameter in
his GUI, it is being sent through the Internet to the
Web Server which forwards it to the Data Server (VI)
that locally controls the application. The new
situation in the application, caused by that most
recent change, is sent back to the Web Server and the
remote client connected somewhere on the Internet.
In case of simultaneous multi-user connections, all
the users receive the updated values simultaneously.

The practical implementation of this concept will
be shown on two examples: a network analyzer (NA)
as an example of a real device put under remote
control, and an amplitude modulation (AM)
simulation as an example of instructive simulation.
The obtained results are presented below.

The procedure of establishing a connection and
remote control is done as follows: a distant user,
using his/her Web browser, enters the Web address
of the desired process to be run. After receiving that
request, the host computer sends by its Web Server
the corresponding HTML page to the user. When
received in the user's browser, the page 'reveals' that
accompanied Java-based file is to be loaded. To
obtain that, Java class files have to be loaded first.

Figure I Block diagram of the system

SERVER

The core part of the concept is either a
programmable device, represented also by its
software replica on a user computer screen, or a
computer simulation, both further called a virtual
instrument (VI). Generally, the VI is the one that
locally runs and controls the process. In the case of a
simulation, it is the simulation itself. In the case of
measurements or similar tasks, the VI bi-
directionally communicates with the real device,
sending commands and parameter values to the
device, and acquiring collected data from it. In order
to bring the process on the Web, we need a Web
server and an appropriate user interface for remote
control. The whole communication system to be
depicted is shown in Figure I.

The host computer, generally, consists of three
parts: the Web Server, the Data Server(s), and the
interactive HTML page(s). The Data Server is
essentially a running application - VI, sending data
to the users and receiving requests from the users.
The Web Server is the central component that
communicates with all the other parts. It manages
and synchronizes the entire communication and data
transfer between components. The third part of the
host computer is the Java-based interactive HTML
page that is remote-user interface to communicate
with and control the application.

2.1. Main parts and communication scheme

2. THE CONCEPT DESCRIPTION
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Since these two examples were taken just as
paradigms to briefly present this concept and no
special constraints and conditions had been imposed,
they can be replaced with a wide variety of other
examples. Therefore. we can speak in terms of
general characteristics of the concept so far.

The speed and continuity of the data transfcr was
mainly dependent on the capacity of the networks
and instantaneous traffic on them, as well as the
relative power of the Server with respect to the
number of concurrently connected users and, of
course, power of the clients' computers. In general,
the average power of PCs today is fine enough to not
have a problem with running the application. The
process is more sensitive to thc network traffic.

Great advantage of the model is its cxtrcme
simplicity on the distant-user side, requiring mercly
an Intemet connection and a standard Web browser
installed on user's computer. That situation is
attractive not only because of its cost-effectiveness
for the clients due to the minimum of requirements,
but also because it avoids issues on software
compatibility between host and clients. Any change
that is to be done in the application is only on the
host side and end-users have nothing to upgrade
(except maybe just the vcrsion of the browser from
time to time, but that is not referred directly to this
concept). So, at the same time, it gives simplicity of
use without loss of processing power that is placed on
the host side.

In a similar fashion as it has been done on
examples here, we can build VIs for many other
instruments, devices and simulations. Presently, it is
possible to connect a chain of up to fifteen devices to
a single workstation. If we then publish those
instruments on the Web, we create a laboratory that
is accessible worldwide - virtual laboratory.

Under this model, any virtual process can be
joined by the number of distant users simultaneously.
They can connect and disconnect any time without
any coordination. Whilc in the session. they all can
participate in running the process and communicate
with each other directly through the chat window
that can be placed on the applet.

If a user opens more than one browser window,
with sufficiently powerful computer hc is able to run
a few processes in parallel. Together with the
preceding capability, this leads us to the multi-user
multi-process connections, Figurc 4.

2.3. Capabilities

In both examples, chat windows are provided
inside the applets, as it can be seen in the figures.
Chat windows can be used for discussion during the
experiment as well as for the coordination among
multiple users in a session.

lt is not necessary to have it physically in the lab.
Today, we are able to "bring it" in our lab and use it
just by a click on the link in our Web browser,
getting a virtual replica of the desired instrument that
can be published on the Web anywhere in the world.

In example of AM shown in Figure 3, similar
testing has been made.

Figure 2 Network Analyzer remotely controlled by a
wirelessly networked laptop computer

Figure 3 AM applet as it appears in users' browsers

This example enables students to better understand
the influence of a certain parameter on the whole
behavior of AM. One can change values of the
characteristic parameters and track their effect on the
corresponding waveforms, all in run-time mode.
Using examples like this one, we get advantage in
instructing and learning with respect to static figures
in textbooks.

Intemet. In this figure, it is put next to the NA just
for comparison reasons. In principle, it could have
been placed anywhere in the world. The data transfer
and remote control were successfully performed. This
example demonstrates how this solution of remote
control enables use of expensive equipment in a
simple and low-cost fashion.
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LabVIEW 5.1, 2000
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AppletVIEW 1.1.15, 1999

[3] Nacimiento Software Corporation:
AppletReplicator 1.1.15, 1999

[4] Hewlett Packard Corporation: Network
Analyzer 8753D

4. REFERENCES

An efficient concept of remote control of the
programmable devices and simulations over the
Internet was described. Present results show various
benefits.

There is no special software required on a distant-
user's computer - merely a standard Web browser.

Numerous clients can join a session concomitantly
and all of them instantly get updates.

Furthermore, a user can run a couple of processes
simultaneously which gives us opportunity of multi-
user multi-process connections.

Due to its generality and versatility, the model can
be implemented to any remote-control application if
programmable devices, 1\etwork, and appropriate
software tools such as [1] - [3] are provided.

The limitations in the data transfer observed up to
day seem to be only in relative power of the server to
smoothly serve larger number of users, power of
client's computer and capacity of the networks in
use. Regarding OUIs, some ActiveX components [2]
are still not so versatile in their options, but it is
getting continuously improved and, nonetheless,
there is possibility to import components from other
classes.

From our recent experience, this concept gives a
good contribution and promise to the ongoing and
upcoming solutions of distance education over the
Internet. More general, the concept is viable for a
variety of smart control systems operated over the
Internet.

3. CONCLUSION

Multiple processes

Server

Multiple users

Figure4 Multi-user multi-process connections

At this point, it is still not possible to assign "read-
only" and "read-write" permissions to specific distant
users by which program could distinguish different
levels of authorization for running the application
remotely. Users can either be forbidden to join the
session or, if allowed, they all have full rights to
control the application. Coordination between
multiple users in the session is done by their
agreement before the session, if they are group of
users knowing each other, or by their direct
communication during the session through the chat
window.

With regard to security aspects, a Web page can be
protected in a usual way by username and password
fields. In addition, the applets are assigned IDs to
avoid data interference which ensures that a process
will be run only by the applet that had been
programmed for it. Also, the Web Server works as a
firewall so that clients cannot directly communicate
withother components.
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